Universal Connectivity in Nepal: A Policy Review

Introduction
This research brief summarizes the findings of a review of policies related to Universal Connectivity (UC) in Nepal. Here UC means connectivity of the internet using different devices such as mobile, computer, and other internet-based technologies (IBTs). The brief shows that Nepal’s UC-related policies envisage both general and specific roles for the technologies related to IBTs in realizing the country as a well-connected, knowledge-based society. The policy phraseology has enabled both the state and the private sector to mobilize huge resources to create new institutions, burgeoning market spaces, and influential discourses in the last two decades. The review undertaken, however, suggests interventions are needed and there are opportunities for much more grounded policies to ensure that existing inequalities are not reproduced in both providing access and the use of digital technologies.

This brief introduces, in the first section, the UC policy landscape in Nepal. The landscape includes the country’s constitution, policies and plans, Acts, Regulations and Directives issued and amended over time according to changing priorities of governments and new developments in technology and economy. The second section lays out how specific policy visions have facilitated the creation of new institutions and discourses, which have advanced the interests of mainly the elite. By tracing the genealogy of three key phrases in these policy documents, the third section of the paper demonstrates the need for more grounded instruments that, drawing insights from recent research on technology transfer and dissemination, go beyond establishing infrastructures to facilitate information flows among the government, business and citizenry. The brief calls for a new set of evidence-based UC policies that are explicit in their aim to rectify the current structural and geographical imbalances. These policies offer better alternatives than current options which assume a leveling effect of the Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), and little consider that technologies are themselves socially constructed artefacts.

Geography of UC Policy Regime in Nepal
The UC policy regime in Nepal consists of a set of government documents that have both vertical and horizontal relations (see the Box). The constitution is perceived as being at the apex, and the guidelines and directives prepared by the Government of Nepal (GoN) or one of its authorized constituents are at the bottom. The Interim Constitution of Nepal, 2063 v.s. (2007) guarantees the freedom of expression (Article 12), and the right
to publication, broadcasting and press (Article 15). The latter provides the right against closure of any print, electronic and online media in terms of institutions. The Ministry of Science & Technology (MoST) and the Ministry of Information and Communications (MoIC) are two line ministries generally involved in framing Information Technology (IT)-related policies. The MoST prepared the Information Technology Policy in 2000 after consultations with the representatives of the IT industry. Although amendments were envisioned every two years, the policy was revised only in 2010. It was thought that opportunities unleashed by new developments in IT such as free and open source software, broadband data network and wireless technologies required clearer policies on IT and IBT related activities. The MoIC prepared both the Long-term Policy of Information and Communication Sector (LPICS) in 2003 and the Telecommunications Policy in 2004 which addressed issues related to the internet as the technology was perceived as the backbone of evolving telecommunication technologies. Internet connectivity, however, was not at the core of these policies.

As indicated above, various UC-related components are horizontally distributed in policies on three key technological sectors, namely, telecommunication, broadcasting and the internet, with the first two technologies converging on the core of these policies.

A Map of IT policy regime in Nepal


Guidelines and Directives: General Directives Related to Allied Services of Telecommunication, not dated; General Licensing Guidelines, not dated; Guidelines for Tariff Approval for Telecommunications Services, not dated; Internet with Email Guidelines, not dated; Network Service Guidelines, not dated; VSAT User Guidelines, not dated; Interconnection Guidelines, 2008; Directives for Laying and Maintaining Optical Fiber Network, 2012; Directives related to the Construction and Management of the Government Office Websites, 2068 v.s. (2012); Directives for Company (Electronic Filing), 2069 v.s. (2013); Procedure for the Operation and Management of E-village Programme, 2070 v.s. (2014).

...
guidelines for people or organizations that want to provide internet related services such as the Email and General Licensing Guideline, not dated; Network Service Guidelines, not dated; VSAT User Guidelines, Interconnection Guidelines, 2008; and the Guidelines for Tariff Approval for Telecommunications Services, not dated. Using the authority conferred by the Good Governance (Management and Operation) Act, 2008, the Government of Nepal has issued a guideline of making and managing websites of government offices. Likewise, the Companies Act, 2006, has given power to issue directives to the Office of the Company Registrar. In 2013, the Company Registrar prepared Directives for Company (Electronic Filing) to provide for online registration services.

Despite the numerous IT related Acts and Regulations, critical attention to the connectivity issues appears to be lacking. Key problems regarding the access and use of the internet and its content have therefore remained unresolved. For instance, the Acts covering patent rights, e-commerce and copyright issues, which have been framed on demand from the private sector, do not apprehend crucial concerns directly related to the internet such as e-payment, and the security and misuse of the electronic data. There is also a need to clarify whether certain provisions in the Electronic Transaction Act, framed for tackling fraudulent and damaging publication of sensitive data in electronic transaction, can generally be applied to all internet uses. Hence, Article 47 of the Act, which makes any publication of undefined ‘illegal materials’ on the internet liable to fine of one lakh rupees and/or imprisonment up to five years or with both, have been applied to issues related to public morality, hate speech, defamation, and social harmony in the case of Abdul Rehman of Saptari.

Effects of Policies

UC-related policies have both material and ideological effects in the sense of garnering resources for new institutions and for private sector involvement in the national agenda of universalizing connectivity in Nepal. Several large institutions such as the High Level Commission for Information Technology (HLICT), Department of Information Technology (DoIT), National Information Technology Centre (NITC), and Nepal Telecommunication Authority have been erected since 2000. Except HLICT, the other three institutions are under the MoICT and the Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment (MoSTE) and the two line ministries are often in conflict over issues of owning up the UC-related projects. HLICT was established under Office of the Prime Minister in 2003, and intended providing “crucial strategic direction” to the IT sector. With NRs 3.7 crore allotted for the first year, it began establishing tele-centers, prepared a business plan of an IT park – a flagship project for concentrated industrial activities in Banepa – and helped produce a consulting report on the e-governance master plan. Its activities were perceived by the line ministries as interference. After the end of the monarchy in 2008, the HLICT was routinely presented as autocratic and was subsequently scrapped in 2011 by the ministerial decision despite protests from the IT industry. The DoIT under MoICT replaced HLICT as a coordinating agency. The department demanded a budget of one crore for the year 2011 in order to fulfill its monitoring and advisory roles. It oversees the impressive infrastructure of the IT park. In 2014, the department published the National Information Technology Roadmap (2071 v.s.–2075 v.s.) for materializing visions in the short, middle and long terms.

NITC, established in 2002, also derived its legitimacy from IT Policy, 2000. The policy proposed NITC to act as its own implementing agency, as the supervisor of the private sector involvement, as a service provider for the government, and as the state regulator in the country. NRs 6.56 crore was earmarked for NITC in 2070/71 v.s. The IT policy also envisaged that the Government Integrated Data
Centre (GIDC) under NITC would act as the government data bank for developing and expanding their contents.\textsuperscript{14} According to the E-governance Master Plan, GIDC would “provide e-government service model to central government department, government agencies and local governments.”\textsuperscript{15} Accordingly it was constructed with US$ 3.5 million and handed over to NITC in March 2009.\textsuperscript{16}

The regulatory body of Nepal’s telecom sector, NTA came into existence on 4 March 1998. It operates under MoIC and in accordance with Telecommunication Act, 1997 and Telecommunication Regulation, 1998. The Telecommunication Act allocates 15 functions for NTA, among which are its consulting and research roles to develop and use new technologies. The Act also sees NTA contribute toward developing “Nepal as an International Transit for telecommunications.”\textsuperscript{17} More concrete is its licensing authority. The World Bank (WB) sought to strengthen NTA and its parent ministry MoIC as it pushed for liberalizing the telecommunication sector. The WB project document reiterates the need to train NTA staff for “ensuring effective interconnection between service providers, compliance with license conditions, establishing tariffs, monitoring the carrier’s quality of service performance, reviewing the World Trade Organization (WTO)/General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) offer, and type approvals for radio and telecommunications equipment to ensure interoperability of systems.”\textsuperscript{18} The political appointments by MoIC have time and again destabilized NTAs autonomy and integrity as no chairperson have stayed the full term and such appointments have been legally challenged.\textsuperscript{19} The legal case against the appointment of incumbent chair Digambar Jha on 7 December 2012 caused severe disruptions in its activities until the court reappointed him on 28 October 2014.\textsuperscript{20} The Computer Association of Nepal (CAN) has accused NTA of bias toward the state-owned service provider, Nepal Doorsanchar Company Limited/Nepal Telecom.\textsuperscript{21}

While huge amount of public resources have gone into the three institutions DoIT, NITC, and NTA, the government seems to oscillate between over-regulating the IT sector vis-a-vis e-governance and pushing toward the minimal-state agenda in allowing a handful of businesses to monopolize the rapidly expanding sector. All major UC-related policies reiterate private sector involvement in tune with the first liberalization program of the then government. The policies prescribe public private partnership, promotion of national and international investment, and facilitation of e-commerce to create a favorable environment for the IT sector.\textsuperscript{22} These strategies have been argued as beneficial in multiplying the choice for the end user. The National Communication Policy, 1992, for instance, allowed the government “to grant permission to the private sector to also set up public telephone office to operate in different parts of Nepal.”\textsuperscript{23} Building on the provision, Telecommunication Policy, 1999, spelt out possible pathways to liberalize Nepal’s IT sector.\textsuperscript{24} While the Telecommunication Act, 1997, allowed national and foreign direct investment telecommunication services in the country, the policy allowed limited private investment in the state-owned Nepal Telecommunications Corporation transforming it into a company in line with the public private partnership
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(PPP) as prioritized in IT Policy, 2010. After hydropower, telecommunication was the site for a vigorous PPP model as a cure for the supposed inadequacy of public resources, this time in terms of the burgeoning telecom infrastructure. Against this argument are the reports of routine poor capital spending by the government.

The UC-related policies also give preferential treatment to domestic ICT products in a bid to create a ‘good environment’ for the business. This includes the guarantee of intellectual property rights for Nepali hardware and software, commitment to establish an electronic hardware park, facilities for e-commerce/e-trade, promotion of local language in the ICT services, and updated laws and activation of authorities to reduce software and copyright piracies.23 In these instances, Nepali state is clearly for the self-regulation of the private ICT sector in consonance with the US idea of minimal state interference in the sector.24

Need for More Grounded Policies

Policies related to UC broadly start with a premise that there is no alternative to the internet and the ICTs for Nepal, particularly if it wants to overcome geographical barriers in following other countries to prosperity. The three oft-used and inter-related formulae in these policies are (a) Information and Communication Technology for Development (ICT4D), (b) E-governance, and (c) Knowledge-based Information Society. However, the vague phraseology needs to be translated into refined actions based on more grounded assessments of the structural and geographical imbalances in the access and use of the digital technologies in the countries.

ICT4D is a continuation of the erstwhile popular idea of development communication.25 It rests on the claim that means of communication expedites the process of development through quick dissemination of information and diffusion of innovations. Nepal officially adopted the aim of development communication. Nepal State, 1971 and by repeating the cliché in subsequent media and communication policies.26 In the mid-1960s and 1970s, the claim was contested for its alleged modernization paradigm of the West, and for ignoring the structural imbalances in a country that reduce the reach of the media, compounding the trappings in underdevelopment.27 Nevertheless, UN agencies, northern donors and international financiers promoted the developmentalist model of internet regulation and began putting forth the idea of ‘the internet as a catalyst for rapid economic and social development in the third world’ throughout the 1990s.28

Nepal began using the ICT4D formula from the early 2000s by explicitly linking ICTs to country’s socio-economic growth. The IT Policy, 2000, intends “to promote e-commerce, e-education, e-health among others and to transfer technology to rural areas” and to increase employment opportunity through the use of ICTs.29 The Telecommunication Policy, 2004 proposes telecommunication “as the basic prerequisite of the development.”30 The LPICS, 2059 v.s. calls it “an infrastructure of the overall social and economic development by emphasizing the research, use and expansion of the information.”31 The policies equivocally present ICTs as key infrastructures to bettering growth. The ambivalence as to whether ICT projects as infrastructure are necessary for triggering economic transformation or themselves create opportunities for development is inherent in the technological determinist perspective.32 Lack of access to ICTs is a social problem and not merely a technical problem.33 Only an inclusive and democratic social-political space will help unleash the argued potential of the technology.

More crucially, the empirical evidence, particularly cross-country comparisons, is insufficient for attributing ICTs any transformative ability. Firstly, the productive aspect of infrastructures itself depend on economic variables such as the manufacturing outputs, extent of commercialization and the demand for mobility. In other words, ICTs contribute more to the already advanced economies than to those trapped in poverty. Secondly, connectivity only reconfigures the landscape of material flows and not necessarily increases their volume. Not all increase in the information traffic is linked to innovation and diffusion of useful ideas, skills or practices. Lastly, exclusive attention to innovation and diffusion within the idea of ICT4D sometimes prevents one from appreciating the significance of things in use in determining the fate of innovations. For instance, data on economic impact of the ICTs may reveal that their contribution to overall productive growth is much smaller than conventional modes of communication such as word-to-mouth and paper technologies. There is much in the history of technology literature to call for UC-related policies that are sensitive to the content of the knowledge being transferred and the contexts of transfer.

E-governance or digital governance posits ICTs as the media of interaction between government and its subordinate offices (G2G), government and businesses (G2B), and government and citizens (G2C). The notion now often comes built in the interventions for good governance: for better efficiency in governing mechanisms, better service deliveries to the citizen, and strengthening of the democratic process. Accordingly, the IT Policy, 2000, set the aim to prepare websites of the state institutions, to link all ministries, departments, and offices through the internet (within a year), and to provide all government services through the internet. The HILCIT-KIPA prepared the E-Governance Master Plan Consulting Report and enumerated the details of the feasible projects. The mission of the report was to “improve the quality of people's life without any discrimination, transcending regional and racial differences, and realize socio-economic development by building a transparent government and providing value added quality service through ICT.” The Asian Development Bank (ADB) -supported “modernization” program has thus prioritized 22 services including national ID, driving license, land record management, tele-centres, government networks, and rural e-community.

E-governance is only a part of the cure for the Nepal's fragile governance, and that too not yet perfected. Since the results of the use of ICTs in public organizations are “specific and context dependent,” there is a need to generate evidence of real results in some pilot e-governance programs before the process becomes irreversible. Ignoring the political nature of the e-governance programs, whereby citizens are taken as customers, weakens the democratizing and participatory aims of the interventions. The governmental portals in Nepal have been designed and operated without giving due consideration to the need of the citizen. For example the website of DoIT does give information on what it does in principle such as the revision of E-governance Master Plan, development and promotion of Free and Open Software but does not reveal what it is doing. Neither does it give information on the draft IT Roadmap that DoIT shared among IT experts. Similarly, on the website of Ministry of Finance, old documents like budget speech, Red Book, White Book, etc. appear as available but the links do not work. More creative designs in the e-governance projects will ensure that the government is not stuck either with a top-down, one-way and poorly designed service delivery system or, as autocratic regimes would have it, equipped with a surveillance mechanism over citizen's personal and private data. The focus on enabling aspects of ICTs for the state in the existing UC policies should be paired...
with those for the citizen both to meaningfully participate in governance and to protect themselves from the state excesses.

Encompassing both ICT4D and e-governance is, however, the utopian notion of a knowledge-society. Reiterating the idea disseminated through UNESCO, the World Bank, and the ITU, the IT Policy 2000 sought to establish a “knowledge based society” and “knowledge based industry” in Nepal.48 In concrete terms, the policy prioritized e-commerce, IT education, e-governance, a facilitator role for the government, and national and international investment for infrastructure development. Its revision in 2010 repeats the vision of transforming Nepal into a “knowledge based society.”49 The alluring concept requires operational definition in order to measure the efficacy of interventions. Since “all societies have probably been each in its own way, knowledge society,” the extent to which existing patterns of knowledge production, circulation and use feed into the national economy should be mapped.50 As studies have shown, investments in data storage and sharing are productive only when improvements in knowledge infrastructure – people, practices, technologies, institutions, material objects and relationships – are achieved.51 Questions regarding the latter in the Nepali context are still open.

Conclusion
The UC-related policies in Nepal are yet to be consolidated with grounded knowledge and empirical content. Available literature on existing policy practice is generally ambivalent with proponents preferring anecdotes and critics falling short of employing verifiable large-scale reviews of evidence. Instead, those looking at ICT4D as a form of foreign-aid driven technological dependency in developing countries merely wish to preserve the credibility of the campaign.52 Others calling e-governance a myth attribute it a power to “inspire people to strive for realization of issues that matter, whatever the cost.”53 Nevertheless, the policies have provided a rationality for mobilizing public resources, for erecting new institutions and facilitating the sustaining of certain business interests, particularly that of the IT elite in Nepal. This review calls for going beyond the promotion of vague and shaky phraseology as they may well turn into opportunities misspent. Specifically, the fate of some non-operational slogans in recent Nepali history, such as ‘Let Us Splash the Source of Development’ and ‘The Asian Measures’ show that empty policy phrases make citizens disillusioned about program intentions rather quickly. The solution does not lie in ever inventing new catch-phrases, but in formulating evidence-based UC policies while openly acknowledging the limitations of the technologies in mainstreaming the marginalized and vulnerable section of the population.